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요  약

최근 미국은 미국의 사이버사령부를 사이버 작전에 주력하는 통합전투사령부로 지위를 격상하고, 사이버공간에

서의 작전을 강화하고 통합 관리함으로써 사이버 위협에 적극적으로 대응하겠다고 밝히는 등 사이버안보 강화를 위

해 노력하고 있다. 또한 다른 강대국들도 사이버역량 강화를 위해 노력하고 있으며, 그들은 조직과 전력강화를 위해 

힘쓰고 있다. 세계는 자국의 국경보다 자국의 이익을 위한 경제적 힘을 요구한다. 하지만 Cyber World에서는 국경이 

없고 국방도 보이지 않는 세계이다. 따라서 국가사이버안보를 위한 사이버공간에서의 우세(방어, 공격)를 위해서는 

사이버 무기체계가 필요하다. 본 논문에서는 사이버무기 운영을 위한 작전절차를 분석한다. 그리고 사이버전쟁에서 

승리를 이끌기 위한 최고의 사이버무기를 분석하고 개발하기 위한 사이버무기를 설계한다. 또한 남북과 동서양 대립

을 해결하기 위한 사이버무기에 대한 모델을 연구한다.

ABSTRACT

Recently, the United States has been trying to strengthen its cybersecurity by upgrading its position as an Unified 
Combatant Command that focuses on the Cyber Command in the United States, strengthening operations in cyberspace, 
and actively responding to cyber threats. Other major powers are also working to strengthen cyber capabilities, and they 
are working to strengthen their organization and power. The world demands economic power for its own interests rather 
than its own borders. But Cyber World is a world without borders and no defense. Therefore, a cyber weapon system is 
necessary for superiority in cyberspace (defense, attack) for national cybersecurity. In this paper, we analyze operational 
procedures for cyber weapons operation. And we design cyber weapons to analyze and develop the best cyber weapons 
to lead victory in cyberwarfare. It also conducts cyber weapons research to solve the confrontation between Cyber World. 
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Ⅰ. Introduction

WannaCry Ransomware in May 2017 infected more 
than 300,000 units in more than 150 countries around the 
world in a matter of days. Through this, the whole 
country was in chaos. However, the only national 
response to this is to train emergency patches and 
preventive measures.

However, responding to increasing cyber threats 
cannot be safely protected. Recently, many countries are 
trying to strengthen the national cyber security. The 
United States says in its 2018 cyber strategy, "The 
United States seeks to use all instruments of national 
power to deter adversaries from conducting malicious 
cyberspace activity that would threaten U.S. national 
interests, our allies, or our partners."[1]. Because the 
cyber world has no borders, it is more important than 
ever to secure dominance in cyberspace for its own 
benefit. In this paper, we study cyber operations for 
national cybersecurity and design a cyber weapon model 
to preemptively cope with increasing cyber threats by 
designing operational steps necessary for cyber operations.

Ⅱ. Preliminary Information Analysis for 
Cyber Operations

2.1. Cyber Kill Chain Analysis

The cyber kill chain model proposed by Lockheed 
Martin is a model that defines seven levels of attack in 
cyberspace [2]. Seven levels are defined as the stages of 
Reconnaissance - Weaponization - Delivery - Exploitation 
- Installation - Command and Control – Actions on 
Objectives. Based on this, it is developing as a concept 
to prepare countermeasures for each step (Fig.1)[3].

The US Department of Defense (CND) cited the US 
Department of Defense (DTI) data in its "Cybersecurity 
Test and Evaluation Guidebook," published in 2015[4], 
and presented the "Cyber Security Kill Chain," which 
represents the main activities and objectives of Cyber 
Attacks and defenses. CSKC's attack procedure did not 

include the installation phase of the Cyber Kill Chain, 
but added a maintenance phase after the goal was 
achieved.

Fig. 1 Cyber Kill Chain Model

2.2. Cyber Operations(CO) Analysis 

The US JCS defines military operations in cyberspace 
and deals with its content in Joint Publication (JP 3-12) 
[5]. 

The successful execution of CO requires integrated 
and synchronized offensive, defensive, and Department 
of Defense Information Network(DODIN) operations, 
underpinned by effective and timely operational 
preparation of the environment (OPE). CO missions are 
categorized as Offensive Cyber Operations(OCO), 
Defensive Cyber Operations(DCO), and DODIN operations 
based on their intent[6].

Cyberspace actions that create various direct denial 
effects in cyberspace (i.e., degradation, disruption, or 
destruction) and manipulation that leads to denial that is 
hidden or that manifests in the physical domains[7].

Freedom of maneuver in cyberspace enables mission 
command and freedom of maneuver in the other 
domains. (Fig. 2). 

By enabling mission command and the freedom of 
maneuver, Army operations support the joint force 
commander (JFC) objectives[8]. 
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Fig. 2 Joint force commander objectives

2.3. Military Operations Procedure Analysis 

Operations in cyberspace can also be carried out by a 
similar procedure to general military operations. In 
general, military operations are planned as operations 
planning, operations, and evaluation.

Ⅲ. Operation Procedure for Cyber Attack 
Origin

The concept of cyber operations for cyber weapons 
operation is composed as follows by applying the cyber 
kill chain model.

3.1. Gather Threat Information Analysis

In order to identify and manage targets through threat 
information, the following procedure must be followed.

First, it collects all information related to strategies 
and operations. Keyloggers and screen captures basically 
collect information in the system. This is the mass 
scanning scheme for target identification, such as Shodan.

The next step is to analyze the collected information. 
As cyber assets grow, you need to analyze and filter 
information through association analysis and big data 
analysis. This is a system that processes large volumes of 
data and derives meaningful information (key target 
information) as in major industrialized countries.

Finally, it identifies the origin of the cyber attack and 
can be regarded as the original data just before the target 
selection. However, in order to identify and manage as a 
target, a verification procedure that takes into consideration 

possible enemy bypass attacks is necessary.

3.1.1. Target Identification
Identification of targets is the most important activity 

to identify the enemy in the context of various cyber 
threats. The characteristic of an attacker in cyberspace is 
to hide himself. Therefore, identifying the attacker's 
origin is a priority activity in cyber operations. In order 
to identify the original data collected from the cyber 
attack, it is necessary to analyze the characteristics of the 
attacker. The method of analyzing the characteristics of 
the attacker is as follows.

First, it analyzes the geographical and physical 
network components where network elements exist.

Second, it is a logical set hierarchy and node analysis 
between physical network elements.

Third, it analyzes cyber virtual people (e-mail 
address, IP address, phone number, etc.) related to real 
people and organizations.

3.1.2. Target Management
The attacker does not stay in one place long. Also, 

when the vulnerability can be corrected and supplemented. 
They work through various paths and strive to escape 
from the tracker. Therefore, for cyber operations, the 
target must be continuously tracked and managed. 

Table. 1 Target management requirement ability

Division Requirement Ability

Target 
Information
Collection

Determine and determine target information 
collection priority

Information collection Asset management 
ability

Target 
Information
Management

Vulnerability and risk analysis and presentation 
capabilities of targets

Ability to analyze target's surroundings and 
enemy's defense ability

Target fusion and identification of additional 
information

In addition, in order to develop cyber weapons, it is 
necessary to periodically identify and analyze target 
vulnerabilities and record them in a database. The 
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required ability for target management is shown in Table 1.

3.2. Operation Plan

3.2.1. Target Selection
The risks of the targets being managed in cyber space 

operations are different. Also, attacking all targets at the 
same time is limited by resource limitations. Therefore, 
selecting a target that is high in risk and capable of 
attacking in the current situation is a priority in the 
operational planning stage. Considerations for prioritizing 
target selection are as follows.

Feasibility, Operational Effects, Enemy Traceability, 
Critical Attack Timing, Ease of Avoidance.

3.2.2. Weaponization and Allocation
When a target is selected, it is a step of allocating an 

appropriate cyber weapon to the target. Weapon 
allocation re-performs target analysis and vulnerability 
analysis. However, if it is considered to be the latest 
information, it can be omitted.

3.3. Operation Enforcement

Table 2 shows the procedures for cyber operations.

Table. 2 Operation enforcement procedure

Operational 
Phase Explanation

Delivery
Delivery is distribution of assigned weapons 
to targets on various paths (website, email 
attachments, etc.)

Exploitation Steps to invade system using information of 
user system

Installation Steps to install cyber weapons on infiltrated 
systems

Command and 
Control

The step of lurking the incoming cyber 
weapon on the target and performing the 
operation according to the attacker's command

Achievement 
of purpose and 

Delete

After the objective has been achieved, the 
attacker may retreat without leaving any 
traces.

3.4. Simulation evaluation of Cyber Operations

3.4.1. Effect evaluation of Cyber Operations
Checking the status of the target after the operation is 

performed and evaluating the effect on the operational 
performance.

3.4.2. Feedback
Steps to complement cyber weapons by identifying 

what to supplement during operations.

Ⅳ. Perform Function and Configuration of 
Cyber Weapons

4.1. Configuration of Cyber Situation Display

The required ability to display the situation is 
displayed in an easy-to-understand manner by the 
operational officer and the commander, and displayed 
comprehensively. The configuration for the situation 
display necessary for cyber weapon operation can be 
classified as follows. Situation diagram for weapons 
operation, Recognition of physical layer, logical layer, 
persona layer, enemy related situation (attack intent, 
defensive power, etc.), Recognition of allied situation 
(target information, operational performance, etc.), 
Decision-making material that commander can decide 
cyber attack.

4.2. Composition of ICT Fusion Weapons

It stores, analyzes, fuses, and produces information 
necessary for cyber operations, and collects, directs, 
requests, and disseminates information. The composition 
and functions of ICT fusion weapons are as follows. 
Condition information, target information, enemy / ally 
information, weapon information, and operational 
information.

The condition information manages information 
related to the necessary conditions for Cyber Operations. 
Target information manages information about software 
and hardware information about the target system that 
can be an attack target or an attack target, information 
about the related vulnerability, effects that can occur 
during an attack, and available weapons for targets. The 
enemy / ally information is to include and manage the 
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information about the operational personnel, the IP 
information to be used, tactics, and the route of use. 
Weapon information manages overall information about 
cyber weapons such as cyber weapon codes used in 
Cyber Operations, weapon-specific ability analysis, 
weapon sources, possible targets, detection and removal 
methods. Operational information manages decision- 
making information such as how operations are 
determined, planned, enforced, and evaluated.

4.3. Composition of Early Warning System

It provides information necessary for cyber weapons 
by forecasting cyber threats through various information 
gathering. 

It is composed of early warning signs collection, 
symptom analysis and fusion, threat analysis and 
identification, anticipated damage assessment, threat 
alarm level determination, alert propagation and 
notification, information management and support.

Early warning sign collection includes technical 
information, private and international cooperation 
information, and operational information related to cyber 
attacks. Symbolic analysis and convergence are calculated 
by combining statistical information and automation 
impact analysis on network impacts, attack accessibility, 
and related organizations' evaluations. Threat analysis 
and identification infer information about attack 
signatures, attack subjects, attack timing, and attack 
resources. Estimated damage is judged by using 
performance prediction and evaluation function. Threat 
alarm levels are classified into immediate, urgent, and 
preventive. Alarm propagation and announcement shall 
be classified according to criteria of attack, definition of 
step, definition of alert condition and method, and 
classified according to attack effect and urgency. Alarm 
management and support works in conjunction with ICT 
convergence weapon systems and harmonizes the 
collected alarm information.

4.4. Composition of Target Management System

Based on the target information, it identifies a given 

target and a new target, analyzes the target impact and 
gives priority to the target to be hit.

The target management system performs target 
information collection, collected target information 
management, target selection, and target processing 
functions. Target information collection is an activity to 
set up information collection target among cyber attack 
targets and to establish and disseminate target information 
collection plan. The collected target information 
management analyzes vulnerability and risk by 
analyzing the collected target information. It is also a 
function to continuously check whether the target 
approach is active and to classify the high value target 
among the collected target information. Target selection 
is a function to check the current operational status and 
target status, allocate targets to be attacked, and 
determine priorities for batting. Target processing is 
elimination of overlapping targets, commanding operations, 
confirming the progress of operations, and evaluating 
operational performance.

4.5. Composition of Operation Management System

It establishes an operational plan through situational 
awareness and conducts the command and control so 
that cyber operations can be implemented and evaluated. 
Cyber Intelligent Preparation of Operational Environment 
(CIPOE), operational planning, operation and control, 
operational evaluation and feedback (Table. 3).

Operational planning is integrated into a common 
military operational plan. Operation enforcement and 
control is the ability to control enemy information, 
infrastructure denial and manipulation, network attacks, 
real-time information provision and analysis, and 
commander's ability to make decisions. Operational 
evaluations utilize Measure of Effectiveness (MOE) to 
support the achievement of strategic and operational 
missions and Measure of Performance (MOP) to support 
the achievement of tactical missions. Combat Damage 
Assessment, and weapon effectiveness evaluation are 
used to target treatment and re-attack.
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Table. 3 CIPOE Procedure

Phase Explanation

Step 1
Defines cyber operational environment by grasping 
the connection relation with command relation, 
geographical location and responsible area.

Step 2 Describe operational environmental impact factors.

Step 3 Evaluating threats, such as gathering intelligence 
on enemies and identifying enemy cyber activities.

Step 4
Determine enemy defense skills.Developed cyber 
attack target in conjunction with target 
management system

Ⅴ. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyze cyber kill chain, cyber 
operations, and military operations as preliminary 
information for cyber operations for national cyber 
security. Through this, cyber attack operation procedure 
for cyber security was established, and modeling of 
cyber weapon configuration and function was 
performed. The cyber battlefield environment is still 
evolving, and continuous research is needed for the 
cyber security of the nation. In addition, this paper has 
improved the efficiency of cyber operations through the 
composition of the target management and operational 
management in cyber weapons.
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